Cubed Circle Newsletter Issue 190 – Ben On the Road!
This week's late newsletter will be our last of the hiatus run for June, as next week (issue #191) I
will be able to return to regular report writing – we have a few improvements and fun pieces in
store for the holiday weeks. I wish to redirect your attention to this week's issue, however, as Ben
presents his Revolution Pro-Wrestling 'Summer Sizzler' road report, including insight into
Tomohiro Ishii's worker handshake, meeting Nakamura, a great show, the British indie scene over
the past dozen years, and the Queen's gimmick birthday! Plus, coverage of WWE's Money in the
Bank pay-per-view, Owens' destruction of that punk, Machine Gun Kelly, the return of Brock
Lesnar, NXT TV, and spoilers!
– Ryan Clingman, Cubed Circle Newsletter Editor
When Did British Wrestling Get So Big?
Ben Carass.

On November 13th 2004, FWA (Frontier Wrestling Alliance) ran the biggest post-World of Sport era
show the British Wrestling scene had ever seen. A reported 1,785 fans saw such names as Terry
Funk, Drew McDonald, AJ Styles, Colt Cabana, Paul Burchill, Spud and Doug Williams on the
card at the Coventry Skydome that night for British Uprising III. A few months later, on March 19th
2005, the FWA teamed with the old Wrestling Channel to present International Showdown, with
such matches as Samoa Joe vs. CM Punk, 2 Cold Scorpio, Doug Williams & James Tighe vs.
Mitsuharu Misawa, Tiger Emperor & Yoshinari Ogawa, Raven vs. Alex Shane and AJ Styles
vs. Chris Daniels. I attended both of these shows at the Coventry Skydome and for the longest
time, nearly ten years in fact, that period was viewed as the peak of the British wrestling scene. Sure
other international companies have come over to these shores and ran some pretty damn big shows:
NOAH in 2008 drew approximately 2,400 fans to the Skydome to see Misawa & Marufuji vs.
Kobashi & Shiozaki and ROH ran several big shows in Liverpool and London in 06/07. Even
Dragon Gate got in on the act, starting up the DGUK outpost in 2009, however despite bringing
over top names like Shingo, Tozawa, CIMA and Doi, for whatever reason the promotion didn’t
really make that much of an impact on the UK scene. I still regard the first ROH show in England
on August 12th 2006 as the most fun I’ve ever had at a wrestling show and the best show I have ever
seen live, with the Briscoes vs. Austin Aries & Roderick Strong and Bryan Danielson vs. Nigel
McGuinniess both being **** ½ classics. With all that in mind, the Revolution Pro show I attended
this past Sunday, June 14th 2015, came mightily close to knocking off the ROH Unified show off the
top spot for the greatest live experience at a pro wrestling event I have ever had.
There’s something happening on the UK scene. At least 4 indie promotions have emerged above the
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rest and carved out niches for themselves in what at one time appeared to be a putrefied market.
ICW out of Scotland got on national TV with the BBC Insane Fight Club documentary, Preston City
has become the biggest promotion in the north of England and ran joint shows with ROH in
November last year. Then there are the two big London powerhouses: PROGRESS and Rev Pro. If
you have not heard of PROGRESS then I assume you have been living under a rock, because they
are arguably the hottest promotion in Europe right now. The group has a Punk-Rock aesthetic and
mainly runs shows in intimate venues which focus heavily on UK and European talent, with the
occasional international name brought in to add a little extra kick. PROGRESS recently ran 5
consecutive nights at the heavy metal Download Festival held at the legendary Donnington Park,
which regularly draws around 80,000 metal heads to the spiritual home of metal in the UK. I
attended the festival religiously for the first 5 years of its existence (2003-2007), until the inevitable
commercialization of the event took away from the spirit of the festival, which was the successor to
the original Monsters of Rock that ran from 1980-1996. Knowing the mood at Donnington I
imagine the atmosphere in the 3,500 capacity small tent was absolutely electric and it is the first
time in years I regret not attending the festival.
Rev Pro on the other hand, while still building their
core roster around UK talent, bring in big names from
the US indie scene and have worked out a deal with
New Japan to use their top stars on big shows at least
twice a year. Promoter Andy Quildan has really
struck gold with the New Japan deal, as fans from all
over Europe travel to see names like Tanahashi,
Nakamura, Okada, Ishii, and Liger perform live and
in person. The only question is if Rev Pro makes
enough money out of its big shows at York Hall,
which has a capacity of 1,200 and more often than not
sells out, to cover all the expenses of flying in all the
top New Japan guys. It is hard to say how long this
new boom period of British Wrestling will last or if it
will continue to grow to new heights. Obviously if one
of the 4 promotions I mentioned get a TV deal that
will be a massive step forward; ICW were actually on
small SKY channel My Channel for a brief period
before getting kicked off the air for running afoul of
communications regulator and morality police,
OFCOM, in 2012. WAW (World Association of
Wrestling), run by Ricky & Saraya Knight managed to land a Saturday evening timeslot on My
Channel, however their TV shows are nothing more than a hodgepodge of low-budget green screen
interviews and months old spot show matches. Rev Pro seems like the best choice to present an
actual television show, as they have the best production values out of all the UK promotions, and
they have started running their own 40 minute YouTube show which goes up every Monday. Maybe
a real TV deal for Rev Pro is an outlandish idea, but on October 2nd the company is running
Uprising 2015, which is set to be the biggest show, in terms of star quality, the UK scene has
possibly ever witnessed, or at least since Kobashi & Misawa graced these shores. Already booked
for October 2nd is, New British Heavyweight Champion, AJ Styles vs. Marty Scurll vs. Will
Osprey, Hiroshi Tanahashi & Jushin Thunder Liger vs. Kazuchika Okada & Gedo, Shinsuke
Nakamura vs. Big Damo, plus ACH will be making his Rev Pro debut too. Something tells me
I’m going to have a new favourite live show experience after October 2nd.
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Rev Pro Road Report.
My weekend started with a four and a half hour coach journey down to London on Saturday at
11am. For whatever reason the company running the coach service, National Express, decided that
stopping at motorway service stations was completely out of the question and I can tell you sitting
down for 207 miles is not the most pleasant experience, especially if you are 6’4 and you have no
legroom whatsoever other than the aisle way. And using the bathroom? Forget it. The toilet facilities
on these damn coaches make airplane restrooms look like en suites at the Hilton. Even though I was
exhausted from less than 4 hours sleep, taking a nap on the coach was simply not an option as it was
simply far too uncomfortable to do so. My girlfriend Bev, at a much more compact 5’2, had no
problem dozing off so I passed most of the time by listening to F4W and Review-A-Wai podcasts.

After the unpleasantness of the coach, we then had a 50 minute taxi ride from the centre of London
to our hotel in Bethnal Green, a district in the East side of London. The only problem was that our
journey coincided with the Trooping of the Colour: a goofy ceremony to commemorate the Queen’s
kayfabe birthday (British monarchs get two birthdays). This archaic ritual not only put another 20
minutes on our taxi ride, but caused our driver to take so many “short cuts” that it ended up costing
us £39!!! If I already didn’t hate the monarchy enough…
After crashing in our hotel room for a couple of hours we decided it was time to get some food, so
we walked about 50 yards to a Pizza Hut and got the 2 large pizzas, 2 sides and a drink for £20 deal.
A bargain! Sufficiently full, we walked off all those carbs in a near-by park before heading back to
the room to watch some TV. Now, I’ve been to different countries where the only English language
channel available is CNN, but even so there were still a number of other channels to choose from.
Here, in London mind you, we received exactly 8 TV channels. EIGHT! It was like the 1980s or
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something. We watched one of those goofy countdown shows about how “great” the 90s were; I
was a kid in the 90s and didn’t think much of it at the time, but my god some of the clothes and
hairstyles people wore! Once Bev was asleep I pulled up the WWE Network on her tablet and
watched whatever was on the live stream at the time; I believe it was that inane WWE List show
and it didn’t take long before that show put me to sleep too.

Strangely, I woke up on Sunday not particularly excited for the show. Maybe the previous day’s
travel just took it out of me, because the idea of lying in bed seemed more enticing than getting up
to go see a wrestling show. I quickly snapped out of my slump and the anticipation began to build
while we were getting ready to leave for the doors opening at 4pm, for a 5pm bell time. We arrived
at York Hall and there wasn’t really a discernable queue, nor were there any signs or instructions to
follow, it was just a bunch of people hanging around the front of the building. Eventually a line
formed which we joined and after 45 minutes of standing around the doors opened and people were
let inside. Some genius had stuck a “balcony only” sign on the entrance that 90% of the people,
including us, were waiting outside of so that caused a lot of confusion. However, instead of going
all the way back to the front of the building to join another queue for floor seats, we cut right to the
front of both lines to complain about the “balcony only” fiasco. “Floor seats are that line” the
unpleasant women snarled at us, expecting we would turn around and go back to wait outside again.
“Forget that” I said, only in more colourful terms, and I grabbed Bev by the hand and walked right
to the front of the Floor seating line.
Once inside the first thing I saw was Colt Cabana shilling his merch at the gimmick tables, but
then my eyes were drawn to a small table in the corner of the room. There was a big New Japan
logo set up off to the side and two very small, very cute Japanese women sat behind it. Everyone
was crowding around the bigger gimmick tables, with Colt Cabana and at one point AJ Styles, and
not a single person was over at the New Japan table. Bev and I found our seats then decided to go
check out the New Japan merch. We were pretty much the first people to approach the small table,
but once we did it seemed like everyone else suddenly wanted to come over and check it out. We
bought two signed 8x10s of Nakamura and Ishii and one of those small Japanese flag gimmicks
with a bunch of logos on it at a total of £30. The cost didn’t matter, as Bev noted, “those girls are so
cute I just want them to take my money!” There was an AWESOME Stan Hansen t-shirt which I
sort of regret not buying, however I was sceptical of just how “extra” a Japanese XL shirt would be
and gave it a miss. We took a few steps back and turned 90 degrees to have a look at one of the
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bigger gimmick tables but it was too crowded to really see anything. We were just about to go back
to our seats when I turned back to look at the New Japan table. “Holy Sh*t, Bev! Look who is over
there.” I said. It was Shinsuke Nakamura, posing for pictures a mere 5ft away from us. We both
turned into complete star-struck marks and fumbled for £10 to hand over for a picture with
Shinsuke. The guy in front of us asked Bev to take the picture of him and Nakamura, however
poor Bev’s hands were shaking so much that she couldn’t hold the camera steady. Just as I offered
to take it, Nakamura reached over and took the camera off Bev and handed it to one of the women
working at the New Japan gimmick table, who seemed pleasantly amused at how excited Bev was.
Our turn came and we had our picture taken; we must have said “thank you” about ten times. I
thought to myself afterwards that I should have said something like, “Shinsuke, you win G1 this
year”, but it was probably better that I didn’t. After the show however, we got the chance to pose
for a picture with Ishii and by that point we had calmed down and were much more relaxed about it.
The deal was you paid £10 for a picture with Ishii and you got an 8x10 as well. We showed Ishii the
8x10 we bought earlier and he said, “OK, OK, Free, Free” and signed another 8x10 of himself in a
different pose than the one we already had. What completely blew my mind is that Ishii gave me
the light worker handshake! Seriously, he was so polite and had such a soft handshake that it
boggled my mind.

Revolution Pro Wrestling “Summer Sizzler” – June 14th 2015.
The show opened with a dark match taped for Rev Pro TV on YouTube, featuring Tommy End vs.
Josh Bodom. It was my first time seeing End live and he has a tremendous presence to go with his
great look and unique style. Bodom won with the Bliss Buster, a wacky piledriver through the
ropes. It was a decent 8 minute opener.
British Tag Team Championship: The Revolutionists (Sha Samuels & James Castle) vs. Joel
Redman (C) & Jake McCluskey (filling in for Mark Haskins). – Samuels & Castle became the
new British Tag Champs in 8:55. Match was decent, but probably the weakest on the show. Joel
Redman is the former Oliver Grey of NXT fame and he was booked like the star of the match,
throwing around the heels with a bunch of suplexes. Samuels & Castle are part of the top heel
faction, the Revolutionists, along with Josh Bodom and British Heavyweight Champ, Marty Scurll.
I like Samuels, “Butcher of the East End” gimmick a lot and he plays the sadistic heel
tremendously. It was typical of TNA not to take him to America for the finals of British Boot Camp
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2. Tomohiro Ishii vs. Big Damo. – Big Damo got the surprise upset in 13:08. This was a great
match. Big Damo is kind of like a bigger version of Dave Mastiff and Ishii worked a similar match
to his G1 encounters with Davey Boy Smith Jr & Bad Luck Fale. Ishii worked at chopping down
the bigger man and they did a couple of fighting spirit spots. Ishii got Big Damo up for a suplex
then later landed a superplex which the crowd went nuts for. Damo gave Ishii a freakin’ One
Winged Angel (!!!) then went coast to coast like RVD with a massive dropkick to Ishii’s shoulder
and got the pin with a backsplash. (****)

Shinsuke Nakamura vs. Roderick Strong. – Nakamura over in 13:50. Very good match; Roddy
was a replacement for Ricochet, who had some visa issues. Nakamura had one of his dancers on the
stage for his entrance. There was a good 5 minutes of stalling at the start, with the fans doing the
PWG, “Sh*tty Little Boots” chant at Strong, who played along like a pro and refused to wrestle
until the crowd shut up. Once the match got going the chant changed to, “Sh*tty Little Chop” when
Roddy nailed Nakamura with some chops that were anything but sh*tty. It was mostly back-andforth; Nakamura sold for a while after missing his guillotine knee drop. There were some great
near-falls and strike battles, with Nakamura kicking out of the gutbuster and sick-kick and Roddy
kicking out of the Boma Ye. Finish saw another awesome strike exchange then Nakamura got the
pin with a Boma Ye to the back of the head. Post-match, Big Damo came out and challenged
Nakamura to a match on October 2nd and Shinsuke’s response was, “YeaaaOh!!!” (*** ¾ )
British Cruiserweight Championship, 2-out-of-3 Falls: Will Osprey (C) vs. Matt Sydal. –
Ospreay retained in 26:40. This was match of the night by far. Both men looked great, especially
Matt Sydal who was the glue that held this thing together. First fall went about 7 minutes and was
mostly solid, but basic stuff until a crazy spot which saw Sydal counter a handspring into a reverse
hurricanrana then he hit the shooting star to go 1-0. Second fall was around 15 minutes and it was
basically Sydal working over Ospreay’s arm for the heat, which Ospreay did a FANTASTIC job of
selling throughout the match. They did some big near-falls and Ospreay evened it up at 1-1 with a
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roll-up. They started the third fall by brawling outside; Sydal took a backdrop on the ridiculously
hard ramp then Ospreay took a suplex on the ramp too. I was literally sat right next to the ramp and
saw these bumps up close and I can assure you watching on the VOD didn’t do them any justice.
Sydal worked on the arm some more, but Ospreay fired up and went into a flurry which whipped
the crowd up into a frenzy. They did some more highspots and near-falls then finally Ospreay used
the Red Arrow/British Airways to get the pin. – I’d say this was a MOTY candidate; it probably
won’t get many votes being on a relatively small stage, but it is defiantly in the top 5 matches I have
ever seen live. (**** ½ )
Andy Quildan announced that Matt Sydal had similar visa issues to Ricochet and almost didn’t
make the show too, however Sydal paid out of his own pocket for a last minute flight which landed
in London at 12pm. The fans appreciated that greatly and it made Sydal’s performance even more
remarkable.
Colt Cabana & Matt Classic vs. Lord Gideon Grey & Rishi Ghosh. – Cabana & Classic over
in a wildly entertaining 10 minute comedy match. Matt Classic was played by Grado and only the
referee and Rishi Ghosh played dumb. Gideon Grey protested that Classic had “Grado” tattooed on
his arm and was wearing a bumbag. The ref asked Classic, “Sir, are you Grado” and he replied,
“NO” in the thickest Scottish accent imaginable. It was hilarious. Cabana tapped Gideon with the
Billy Goat’s Curse after 10 minutes of riotous fun.
British Heavyweight Championship: Marty Scurll (C) vs. AJ Styles (IWGP Heavyweight
Champion). – AJ became the new champ in 18:55. I wasn’t expecting too much from this, but it
turned out to be a very good main
event. Scurll came out with his
Revolutionist stable but the referee
banned them from ringside. They
worked it like a “big match”, starting
out slow and building towards the
bigger spots. Scurll has come a long
way in the past couple of years and
has established himself as the top heel
in the promotion, so much so that a
good portion of the crowd were
behind him. Nobody really believed
that AJ was going to win, however
when the Revolutionists were thrown
out there was only really ever going to
be one outcome, as the IWGP
champion was never going to lose
clean. When AJ finally hit the Styles
Clash it almost seemed like slow
motion as I thought in my head,
“there’s no way Scurll is kicking out
of the Clash” but I still couldn’t
imagine AJ winning. I looked to the
back to see if the heels were going to
do a run-in, but there wasn’t enough
time as the ref already started to count the fall. The crowd erupted in delight/amazement that AJ had
actually won the British Heavyweight title and he put over Scurll for having a great match. Scurll
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gave AJ a cheap shot after the match and went to nail him with the belt but Will Osprey hit the ring
to make the save. Osprey handed AJ the British title and the IWGP title then the fans chanted,
“Triple theat” and Andy Quildan announced that the three-way would take place on October 2nd.
(*** ¾ )

The show is already up in VOD form at revolutionprowrestling.com/on-demand and is well worth
£12.99 ($20.63). The Ishii & Nakamura matches were great and Ospreay/Sydal is worth the price
alone. October 2nd is going to be one hell of a show and, like I said earlier, might very well be the
biggest British Wrestling show in the last 25 years. I certainly have not been more excited for a live
show then I am for Uprising 2015; I just hope that none of the New Japan guys get seriously injured
before then. I’ll be watching the G1 this year with baited breath and cringing even more than ever at
every big bump and stiff shot during the inevitable string of outstanding matches the tournament
has become world renowned for.
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It has never been easier to find and watch great pro wrestling than it is in 2015. I myself struggle to
keep up with all the TV shows, iPPVs and on demand content that is out there, but if you can find
the time then you probably should start paying more attention to what is going on in the UK. Will
Ospreay and Marty Scurll were just recently announced at part of PWG’s Battle of Los Angeles
2015 line-up, so the hottest indie promotion in the US has started to take note of the top guys on the
UK scene and I expect both guys to fit in seamlessly at BOLA, especially Ospreay.
I’ve said pretty much all I can about the UK scene and the awesome Rev Pro show, so if you didn’t
get bored and are still here then your reward is two amazing pictures of Ishii and Nakamura doing
what all tourists do when they come to England: Visiting Stonehenge and sitting in a field with a
bunch of random cows!

WWE Money in the Bank – June 14th 2015
Nationwide Arena: Columbus, OH.
Ben Carass.

The 2015 edition of Money in the Bank was a bizarre show, however it still managed to be the best
WWE PPV/Live Special since WrestleMania, although that isn’t really saying much since Extreme
Rules, Payback and Elimination Chamber were all pretty forgettable. The big story was, and I don’t
want to shock anyone so brace yourself, John Cena getting his clean win back from Kevin Owens
in another fantastic match. As much as I hate the idea of Owens losing, this is the WWE and John
Cena so unless you were completely fooling yourself it was obvious how the match was going to
end. Dave Meltzer hinted at “business indicators” being a factor in Cena getting his win back; I
presume that would be the poor RAW ratings of late and possibly Cena’s merch numbers taking a
hit. WWE can’t have it both ways with Cena; either he is the top guy or he is the guy who gets over
the new/young talent on their way up. If sacrificing a few thousand dollars of merchandise is what it
takes to get some new guys over as serious credible top stars, which should ultimately payoff down
the line if they are, in fact, put over correctly, then surely that is a risk worth taking. I for one sure as
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hell don’t want to see a 40 year old John Cena still on top and shilling his new florescent pink tshirt to children and adults who should know better. As for the RAW ratings, well that one is easy:
START WRITING BETTER TELEVISION SHOWS!!! With all that said, they did the best job
possible of protecting Owens, who kicked out of 2 AAs and got his heat back afterwards by
powerbombing Cena on the apron.
The rest of the show was an assortment of head-scratching booking, matches that ranged from
terrible to very good and a few detestable finishes thrown in for good measure. Sheamus won the
Money in the Bank briefcase. SHEAMUS! They made the right choice by not having Roman
Reigns win the thing, as it is still not the time for Reigns to make another run for the WWE title,
however it was yet another show in which Reigns failed to win the big match. So what do they have
planned for Reigns now he is out of the title picture? Well, a feud with the man he beat clean a
couple of weeks ago on RAW, Bray Wyatt, who showed up during the MITB match and cost
Reigns the match by shoving him off the ladder. Again, moving Reigns away from the WWE title
picture is a smart move for the time being but the feud with Wyatt and Sheamus winning the
briefcase just exposes how thin the roster is when it comes to exciting new matches.

Seth Rollins retained the WWE world title after a near 36 minute ladder match with Dean
Ambrose. Match was good, but the finish wasn’t nearly decisive enough for a man who is facing
Brock Lesnar at BattleGround on July 19th. The deal was both men grabbed the belt and fell off the
ladder but Rollins ended up holding on to it and was declared the winner.
There were a couple of other things worth mentioning: The Prime Time Players inexplicably beat
New Day for the Tag Team titles, probably because Titus O’Neil received that celebrity dad of the
year “award.” Nikki Bella retained the Divas title over Paige after Paige dedicated the match to
Dusty Rhodes. The finish was a play off the Dusty finish, so I guess that was the booking team’s
tribute to the Dream. Ryback and Big Show had an awful match that ended in a DQ when Miz
interfered to set up what should be a train wreck of a three-way feud.
Pre-Show Notes: We got the usual drivel from the dunderheads on the panel. R-Truth pinned King
Barrett clean in a forgettable encounter. Afterwards, Truth stole Barrett’s crown but ended up
giving it back to him and running away like a complete idiot. (**) They aired an awesome tribute
package to Dusty Rhodes, after which poor Renee Young completely broke down into tears doing
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a link to a backstage segment involving Kevin Owens answering some stupid Twitter questions.
They cut back to Renee a couple of minutes later and her eyes were completely red but she carried
on like a pro.
The main card opened with a ten bell salute to Dusty Rhodes with the entire locker room out in the
entrance way, including Daniel Bryan, with Vince, Stephanie & HHH standing centre stage. After
the tolling of the bell, the fans chanted “Dusty” and they played the Dream’s “Common Man”
WWE music which everyone in the arena clapped along to. Vince seemed particularly upset but
went full out during the clapping. There was no sign of Cody or Dustin, but all of the NXT alumni
were clearly devastated.

Money in the Bank Ladder Match: Roman Reigns vs. Kane vs. Sheamus vs. Neville vs. Kofi
Kingston vs. Dolph Ziggler w/Lana vs. Randy Orton. – Sheamus grabbed the briefcase at 20:52
of a fun, but very safe ladder match. Everyone made a mad dash for the briefcase early then they
powdered out so guys could take turn in the ring doing spotz. The first big ladder spot came when
Reigns powerbomed Kofi onto a ladder bridge in the corner; Reigns then gave Neville a
powerbomb onto Kofi who was still on the ladder. Kane gave Reigns an hilariously poor
chokeslam off the ladder then at 8:30 Orton hit a bunch of RKOs to Kane, Kofi & Neville. Ziggler
gave Sheamus the Zig-zag off the ladder then Neville followed up with the Red Arrow to Sheamo.
Reigns found himself alone in the ring, but instead of getting a ladder he dove over the top onto
everyone like a big dummie (TM Dixie Carter.) Big E & Xavier Woods ran down and tried to help
Kofi up the ladder, however Reigns took them out then powerbombed Kofi onto the pile of bodies
on the floor. Reigns hit Orton with a spear and climbed the ladder but Bray Wyatt’s video flashed
on screen and the lights went out. Wyatt appeared in the ring and dumped the ladder over to
prevent Reigns from winning then gave him Sister Abigail and that was the last we saw of Reigns
in the match. Sheamus was the only man left standing and he went for the briefcase; Neville
appeared and tried to stop him but Sheamus knocked him off the ladder and pulled down the case
to get the win. – They protected certain guys: Orton got his RKO spree and Reigns was given the
“out” of the Wyatt interference. I’m not particularly thrilled with a Wyatt/Reigns program but at
least Reigns is out of the title picture for now. As for Sheamus, well he simply does not feel like a
tippy-top main eventer at this stage, nor is he treated like one by the fans. It’s too early to guess if
he will cash in and loose, but I suspect we won’t be seeing Sheamus as the WWE Champion
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anytime soon. (*** ½ )
WWE Divas Championship: Nikki Bella (C) vs. Paige. – Nikki retained in 11:20. As mentioned,
Paige dedicated the match to Dusty and lost. They were given lots of time, but the crowd lost
interest during the middle portion. Sasha vs. Becky Lynch this was not. Finish saw Brie come out
from under the ring for Twin Magic but Paige reversed a cradle and the ref counted three. The fans
popped for the “title change” but Brie quickly pulled a bunch of stuffing out of her bra and pointed
to her skank tattoos on her pelvis. Instead of calling for a DQ, the ref just waved it off then Nikki
gave Paige the Rack Attack immediately for the win. – The match was actually pretty decent until
the horrendous finish. The ref not calling for a DQ made ZERO sense. I guess they wanted to do a
Dusty finish as some kind of bizarre tribute, but we just had one during the main event of a show
two weeks ago and at least that one had some logic behind it. This was just completely idiotic. (*
¾)
WWE IC Championship: Ryback (C) vs. Big Show. – Big Show via DQ at 5:30. Miz came out
for commentary; Ryback went after him a minute into the match and threw him over the announce
table. Show & Ryback plodded through a dire match until Miz attacked both of them for the DQ. –
A total RAW match with a RAW finish. Horrible. (– * ½ )
Non-Title, Champion vs. Champion: John Cena (US Champion) vs. Kevin Owens (NXT
Champion). – Cena over clean at 19:20 of another amazing match. It was similar to their first
encounter, with Owens doing Cena’s stuff and it building to a million moves with a million kickouts. At 5:05 Owens did the Five Knuckle Shuffle then went for the AA but Cena countered with
the STF. Owens came back with release German into the corner and followed up with his cannon
ball at 7:00. Cena got his knees up to block the senton bomb and hit the AA at 9:50 but Owens
kicked out and Cena uncharacteristically argued
with referee, Mike Chioda. Owens countered an
AA off the top rope into a sit-out powerbomb for
a nice near-fall at 11:35. They hit a bunch more
movez! Cena countered the pop-up powerbomb
with a hurricanrana, Owens hit a superkick,
Cena landed a tornado DDT, Owens delivered
the wacky package sideslam for a near-fall then
missed his springboard moonsault and Cena got
another near-fall with a second AA. Owens
countered a superplex and hit a big fisherman
buster off the second rope at 16:22 which the
crowd went nuts for. Cena got the STF again but
Owens reached the ropes then Cena tried a code
red(!) at 17:30 which nearly went horribly
wrong, however both men regained their balance
and they pulled off the move. Owens came back
with one final pop-up powerbomb which nearly
everyone in the crowd bought as the finish but
Cena kicked-out. Finish saw Cena hit the
springboard stunner then the AA for the clean fall. I guess Cena listened to Austin about how the
springboard stunner didn’t mean anything when it is used as just a spot, because here it led to the
finish. Post-match, Cena offered Owens a handshake, which he accepted however Owens kicked
Cena to the floor and gave him a powerbomb on the apron. Owens held up both title belts and
laughed maniacally. Cena, of course, didn’t do a stretcher job and was instead helped to the back by
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a bunch of referees. – Like most people, I wouldn’t have had Owens lose to Cena a couple of
weeks after such a big win, but hey, we all knew what was coming and they did all they could to
protect Owens in the circumstances and did a great job of giving him his heat back. Personally I
liked the first match more, but there’s nothing in it really as both were fantastic. (**** ½ )
WWE Tag Team Championship: New Day (Big E & Xavier Woods) (C) vs. The Prime Time
Players. – PTPs won the straps in 5:48. E & Woods cut a heel promo beforehand about Kofi
getting robbed in the MITB match. Darren Young sold for the heat, which the fans weren’t really
into. Titus ran wild off the hot tag and threw around the heels. Big E speared Young off the apron
then Titus hit Woods with his Clash of the Titus move for the finish. – A completely flat title
change. How is anybody supposed to care about the PTPs at the point? And taking the titles off
New Day, who have completely turned around their gimmick which seemed like death a couple of
months ago? Utterly ridiculous. (**)
Before the main event, Seth Rollins was in the back. Kane told him he couldn’t wait to see Rollins
loose then HHH & Stephanie appeared. Steph said Rollins would only have himself to blame if he
didn’t win and would suffer the consequences if he lost. Triple H then gave Seth a big “Rah-Rah”
speech and told him to show everyone why Trips picked him to be the Authority’s champion.
WWE World Heavyweight Championship Ladder Match: Seth Rollins (C) vs. Dean Ambrose.
– Rollins retained at 35:40. This was basically a street fight masquerading as a ladder match. They
wrestled for a good 5 minutes before doing any big spots. Ambrose landed a butterfly suplex onto
the ladder then climbed up it to drop a “bionic” elbow on Rollins off the ladder. Rollins worked
over Ambrose’s knee, slamming chairs and ladders into the injured leg before applying a figurefour around the ring post at 12:15. Then at 14:45 Rollins tied Ambrose up in the tree of woe and

smashed his knee with a chair. Ambrose came back with a McGuinness/Danielson diving lariat off
the ropes spot then later on landed a fantastically timed Nigel Jawbreaker lariat which popped the
crowd. At 23:10 Ambrose built a bridge from the apron to the announce table with a ladder and
Rollins took a backdrop onto it, which Cole did a good job of putting over. Rollins went for a
Pedigree on the Spanish table at 26:20, but Ambrose countered with his DDT on the table, which
didn’t break. Ambrose climbed the ladder, but Rollins hit him in the bad leg with a TV monitor
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then gave him the Pedigree. They ended up on the floor again and Rollins threw Ambrose into the
barricade with a couple of powerbombs at 32:10, the second of which Ambrose landed hard on his
tail bone. Rollins then gave Ambrose a running powerbomb onto a ladder on the floor and
proceeded to bury Dean under the ladder and a pile of chairs. You would think such a decisive spot
would have been the finish, but no, because Ambrose popped up and fought with Rollins at the top
of the ladder. Both men grabbed the strap and fell off the ladder, but Rollins held onto the belt and
was declared the winner. Triple H came out to celebrate with Rollins then Jo-Jo interviewed Seth
on the stage. Rollins declared himself the greatest of all-time and HHH smiled in agreement. – This
was a weird deal. You would think winning a 35+ minute war without J&J or Kane helping would
give Rollins back some much needed credibility, and I suppose it did to a certain extent, however
the finish felt like it was left open for another return match with Ambrose, which isn’t happening
since Rollins is facing Lesnar. They could have just made Seth look strong by climbing the ladder
after he gave Ambrose 3 powerbombs on the floor and buried him under a bunch of chairs, but they
had to get too cute and do the tug-o-war spot for no reason whatsoever. I don’t see how this finish
helps Rollins heading into a match with Lesnar, but they’ve got 5 weeks of TV to set something
up. Although, that might not necessarily a good thing as it gives the goofballs in Creative more time
to come up with goofy angles and stupid scenarios. (*** ½ )
RAW Ramblings – June 15th 2015.
Quicken Loans Arena: Cleveland, OH.
Ben Carass.

As has been the trend over the past month since his debut, Kevin Owens was the best thing about
RAW and the highlight of the show by a mile. To be fair, this week’s show was above the current
standard of atrocious television and the return of Brock Lesnar in the main event segment certainly
helped the show overall feel more important. Owens came out at the top of the second hour and
gloated about Cena not being there because of the powerbomb on the apron, which Cole informed
us left Cena with “contusions and BRUISING!” – After years of not selling losses or big matches a
little bruising kept John Cena off the show?!! Owens said he was offended that Cena offered him a
handshake after their match because he didn’t need Cena’s patronizing approval and he wanted
another match with Cena but this time with the US title on the line. Owens issued an open
challenge since Cena was not there to do his US title challenge gimmick and Dolph Ziggler
showed up to take him on. Owens told Ziggler he never said anything about the NXT title being on
the line, so it was a non-title match. Owens and Ziggler had a great TV match which went through
two commercial breaks. Owens was booked strong and kicked out of Ziggler’s finish before getting
the win at 15:15 with his powerbomb. Later, Machine Gun Kelly performed a terribly generic song
and gave a shout out to his “boy” John Cena. Owens came out after the performance and
sarcastically applauded the boilerplate white rapper. Kelly offered Owens a handshake and Owens
gave him looked at him as if to say, “you dumb SOB.” When Owens didn’t shake his hand, Kelly
acted like a complete jerk and shoved Owens, who promptly kicked him in the gut and
powerbombed the skinny geek off the stage through a very safe looking gimmicked table thing.
Whoever thought powerbombing MGK would be a great heel move failed to realise that a badass
wrestler standing up for himself after some no-name geek white rapper put his hands on him is the
ultimate babyface move. Owens came off like a hero that showed the outsider not to mess with a
pro wrestler.
The main storyline of the show was whom the Authority were going to choose as Seth Rollins’
next opponent. Rollins opened the show with a promo, not selling the 36 minute ladder match he
had the night before at all, and thanked nobody but himself for retaining the WWE title at Money in
the Bank. Dean Ambrose hit the ring and got the better of a brawl with Rollins then did the old
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holding the show up until he got what he wanted deal, that being another shot at the title. HHH &
Stephanie sent out Sheamus to deal with Ambrose and they had an 11 minute match during which
Ambrose did an amazingly horrible job of selling his knee injury he suffered in the ladder match.
Randy Orton showed up to distract Sheamus and Ambrose won with a roll-up. They shot a couple
of backstage skits where J&J Security and Kane argued with Rollins which were designed to be
teases of either Joey Mercury or Kane challenging Rollins for the title at BattleGround. So, HHH
& Steph came out for the main event segment; Rollins came down too and HHH gave him the
“coal being turned into a diamond” line he used with Randy Orton in 2003. HHH said, “the
pressure is on” and Brock Lesnar returned to a thunderous reaction. Lesnar and Paul Heyman got
in the ring; neither of them said a word, but Paul shook HHH & Steph’s hands. Rollins looked
absolutely terrified and he very slowly backed away from Lesnar, who stood tall in the ring to close
the show. – The reveal and minimal use of Lesnar was booked very well, although they completely
ignored the lawsuit with Michael Cole from a few months ago. Apparently it was explained in a
WWE.com video that Cole and Lesnar had reached a settlement or something, so they went to the
trouble of tying up that loose end but just didn’t bother to show it on television.
They explained Bray Wyatt costing Roman Reigns the Money in the Bank match by having
Reigns come out and demand Wyatt show up for an ass-kicking. Instead, Bray appeared on the
Tron and he said Reigns cost him a chance to be in the MITB match when he pinned him in the
gauntlet deal a couple of weeks ago. Bray also essentially compared Reigns to Jesus and himself to
Satan and did his usual rambling which at least made some sort of sense for a change.
Padding: R-Truth pinned King Barrett in 0:20. Truth was dressed as “King What’s Up”,
complete with paper crown and shower curtain robe. Truth initially thought he was on commentary
until the announcers told him he in fact had a match to wrestle, so they are going to beat Truth
being an oblivious dumbass into the ground.
Afterwards Barrett laid him out with a
bullhammer and yelled at him for making a joke
of his Kingship. I think Creative have done a
good enough job of that on their own. Some
geeks and Divas fawned over MGK in the back;
Kelly pie-faced Heath Slater, so he already was
established as a douche before Owens killed him.
Paige held a meeting with all the heel Divas and
asked them to fight alongside her against the
Bellas. Nikki & Brie showed up and all the other
Divas left Paige on her own. Kane beat Randy
Orton at 4:20 of a tedious affair; Kane declared
the match No DQ and Sheamus showed up to
give Orton the Brogue kick which allowed Kane
to get the pin. Which begs the question, why
doesn’t Kane just do that for all his matches?
Miz beat Big Show by count-out at 2:45. Ryback
was on commentary and was surprisingly
entertaining. Finish saw Show toss Miz onto
Ryback then the two big men argued and Miz got back in the ring to take the count-out win. 4 more
weeks of these three being involved in angles together; how exciting! The Bellas beat Paige in a
handicap match at 5:35, so it looks like the story is Paige is going to have to go elsewhere to find a
partner. Hopefully it is someone from NXT. The Prime Time Players & Neville downed New Day
in 10:01; match was fine, nothing special.
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The show was also dedicated to Dusty Rhodes; they showed the awesome tribute package at the
top of the show and aired a few other clips throughout the night to promote a special about the
Dream following RAW on the Network. I’ve not said much about Dusty since he passed away last
Thursday, but I assure you it is not out of indifference to the great man. The thought of trying to
encapsulate or define such an amazing life and career was just simply too daunting for me to
comprehend. I mean, how on earth do you do justice to Dusty freaking Rhodes in a few sentences
or paragraphs? As Ryan noted last week, there are others who lived through Dusty’s prime years
and are way more qualified than us to write a fitting obituary for the Dream; Dave Meltzer being
the obvious standout.

My first introduction to Dusty Rhodes was as a 9 year old during his stint on commentary for
WCW in 1996 and I believe the first “match” I ever saw him “work” was a tag match with Kevin
Nash against the Public Enemy on an episode of Thunder from May 1998. Although, Dusty didn’t
really do anything other than drop an elbow on Rocco Rock for the finish. His feud with Steve
Corino in ECW in 2000 is also a strong childhood memory for me and I must have watched their
Bullrope match at least a dozen or so times. But, like all hardcore wrestling fans, it was when I
started to learn about the history of the business that the true genius of Dusty Rhodes became
apparent. From the West Texas Outlaws team with Dick Murdoch, the feud with Gary Hart and
the famous Pak Song angle, to his first NWA World title win over Harley Race (which he dropped
back to Race 5 days later), his historic rivalries with Ric Flair and Terry Funk, the latter of which
spanned nearly 30 years, not to mention his influence as a booker for Crockett and later WCW; the
man was truly a once in a millennia talent. And then there were the promos. – Promos that were
frankly mesmerising and drew hundreds of thousands of people to arenas all across the country.
Promos that touched on real emotion and were relatable enough to people that they would pay their
hard earned money to see the American Dream fight the good fight. Promos that have become
virtually extinct in current pro wrestling, because of WWE’s over-scripting of everything and a
generation of young wrestlers who care less about drawing money and more about how many
highspots they can cram into a 15 minute match.
There will never, EVER, be another Dusty Rhodes. When the Sun eventually burns out in 5 billion
years, whether the human race is still around or not, whoever or whatever race takes over as the
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dominate species, if they are self-aware and capable of intelligent thought they will still talk about
the Son of a Plumber from Austin, Texas who rapped about “Hard Times” and who “Wined and
Dined with Kings and Queens.”

WWE NXT – June 17th 2015
Full Sail University: Winter Park, FL.
Ben Carass.

The show was dedicated to Dusty Rhodes and the awesome video package they have been playing
all week opened the show.
Enzo Amore, Big Cass & Carmella vs. Blake, Murphy & Alexa Bliss. – Enzo, Cass &
Carmella over in 7:24. The New Yorkers all cut promos before the match; Carmella wasn’t
particularly great, while Enzo & Cass relied on their many catchphrases. Fans chanted “You look
stupid” at Blake, who had some goofy pigtails, although they should really have directed the chant
at Enzo. Match was OK. It broke down early with the faces cleaning house. Enzo sold for the heat
and Carmella made a comeback on Bliss; she did her wacky babyface dance which I have decided
is awesome. Big Cass ran wild on Blake & Murphy then Enzo pinned Blake with the Rocket
Launcher.
Samoa Joe was with Devin in the back. He said he had competed in places that were on the cutting
edge and were changing the world (HA!) and said that is why he came to NXT then talked about
not liking Kevin Owens because he was a coward then stated he would beat down Owens tonight.
It was a basic Samoa Joe promo.
An outstanding special video package on Finn Balor aired. It was like a mini documentary and
featured Balor talking about himself as “Fergal Devitt” with shots of him growing up. He talked
about growing up watching WWF Superstars on Saturday Mornings and they had clips of him
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wrestling in gyms from 2002; they even had some newer footage from ICW out of Scotland and
Rev Pro from London. Becky Lynch did an interview about Devitt opening a wrestling school in
Ireland and she teared-up recalling her time there. They had footage of Devitt’s last indie date for
ICW before leaving for WWE but they edited in a way that it looked like he was heading to train in
the New Japan Dojo, which they will air next week during the second part of this deal.
Charlotte vs. Cassie. – Charlotte over in 3:45. Match was clunky. Cassie looked pretty awkward
and green. Charlotte pretty much dominated and won with her Figure Eight.
Dana Brooke was with Devin. She yacked about competing in the Arnold Classic in Brazil then cut
a generic promo on Charlotte. Brooke called herself the “total diva” and said she would get rid of
Charlotte for good.

Non-Title Match: Samoa Joe vs. Kevin Owens (NXT Champion). – No contest in 10:45. Owens
pie-faced Joe early and Joe lit him up with a flurry of strikes. They went back and forth briefly then
Joe landed his enzuigiri in the corner and the face wash. Owens scored with the cannonball and got
some heat with his chinlock of doom; he even yelled, “Chinlock City”, which the crowd then
chanted. Joe made his comeback; Owens countered the Muscle Buster but ate the ST-Joe. Owens
posted Joe then went for the powerbomb on the apron; Joe escaped and the brawled on the floor.
The referee got sandwiched in between the brawl and he called for the bell. A bunch of refs ran out
to break up the fight and they had a huge pull-apart with a ton of security hitting the ring to separate
them. The fans were into it big time and Owens nailed a couple of the security geeks for good
measure on his way out.
Overall this was a highly enjoyable show. The 6-person opener was decent, the Devitt video is a
must-see and Joe/Owens turned into an intense brawl, which is exactly what it needed to be for
their first encounter. They seem to be rushing the program a little, but that is to be expected with so
many loose ends to tie up before Owens becomes a main roster exclusive.
Taping Results from June 18th.
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Uhaa Nation beat Johnny Gargano in a dark match.

They did a tribute to Dusty Rhodes before starting the show with everyone on stage and HHH
talking and playing a video. There is an edited version up on WWE.com with the ten bell salute.
June 24th: Hideo Itami said he would be going to the Tokyo show on July 4th & he wanted the
winner of the Owens vs. Balor match. Kevin Owens came out and said he would still be champ
then denied attacking Itami . Owens wanted Itami to apologise for saying he was a bad person but
Itami refused and Owens got in his face. Finn Balor made the save but Rhyno showed up and laid
out Balor. (1) Enzo Amore & Colin Cassady over Jason Jordan & Sylvester Lefort. (2) Dana
Brooke downed K.C. (3) Zack Ryder & Mojo Brawley beat Sawyler Fulton & Angelo Dawkins.
(4) Finn Balor over Rhyno. Kevin Owens was on commentary. Owens and Rhyno attacked
Balor after the match and Samoa Joe made the save.
July 1st: (1) Vaudevillains over Scott Dawson & Dash Wilder. (2) Baron Corbin downed Tucker
Knight. (3) Emma beat Carmella. (4) Tyler Breeze over Tye Dillinger. (5) Samoa Joe & Finn
Balor over Kevin Owens & Rhyno.
July 8th: (1) Charlotte & Sasha Banks over Emma & Dana Brooke; afterwards Charlotte
challenged Sasha Banks to a title match. (2) Solomon Crowe downed Marcus Louis. (3)
Vaudevillains beat Enzo Amore & Colin Cassady in a #1contenders match.
July 15th:
(1) Jason Jordan & Chad Gable over Elias Sampson & Steve Cutler. (2) Samoa Joe squashed
Axel Tischer. Eva Marie said she would be at ringside for the Charlotte vs. Sasha title match and
wanted the winner and she would make her NXT debut on the next show. (3) Blake & Murphy
beat Sawyer Fulton & Angelo Dawkins. Sami Zayn did an interview and said 2014 was the best
year of his career but 2015 had not been good for him. Sami said he wouldn’t be back in the ring
until the end of the year, but when he comes back, he will regain the NXT title and get revenge on
Kevin Owens. (4) Sasha Banks downed Charlotte. The women hugged each other after the match.
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Bits & Pieces
Ryan's Money in the Bank 2015 Star Ratings: Kevin Owens vs. John Cena: ****; Money in the
Bank Ladder Match: *** ¼; Seth Rollins vs. Dean Ambrose: *** ¼

Next Week's Issue
We return to what may be considered our usual format, with coverage of RAW, Mid-South, NXT,
four weeks worth of RAW ratings, playing catch-up with the best matches of the last couple of
months, and more!
Contact
Subscribe Via Email: www.cubedcirclewrestling.com/subscribe-via-email
General Questions/Feedback/Suggestions: ryan@cubedcirclewrestling.com
Ben Carass’s Twitter: @BenCarass
Bryan Rose’ Twitter: @br26
Ryan Clingman’s Twitter : @RyanClingman
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